
Appendix 1: A Simple Model of Resistance Signaling 

 

 
Figure 1 Resistance-signaling game 

 

A signaling-game model synthesizing the ex ante resistance of resistant entrepreneurs 

and their bargaining with local governments over compensation, can facilitate the 

understanding of the conditions for their resistance (bargaining) strategies. The game 

goes as follows (figure 1): 

1. Nature assigns the types of residents: are resistant entrepreneurs (RE) with 

probability p (0 < p < 1) and are not resistant entrepreneurs (RE~) with (1 – p). 

2. Residents decide whether to send (S) or not send (NS) a resistance signal. The 

signaling costs (say, resistance ex ante) to RE and RE~ are c and c~, respectively (c > 

c~ > 0). 

3. Local governments decide whether to insist on paying residents low 

compensation (L) (costing them l) or instead offer high compensation (H) (costing them 

h).  Local governments acquire t from taking the land (t) (t >l > h > 0).  

4. Residents decide to further resist fiercely ex post (R) to get additional 

compensation (a) or not (NR), if getting low compensation. The costs of resistance ex 

post for RE and RE~ are c* and c*~ respectively (c* > a > c*~ > 0), indicating that in the 

subgame, RE resist ex post while RE~ do not. If residents resist, local governments 

incur substantial costs s (l + s > h). For simplicity, I assume the percentage of RE (p) 

is relatively low, such that (t − h) < (t − l − s)p + (t − l)(1 – p) (that is, h − l > ps) holds. 



I deploy the perfect-Bayesian equilibrium concept to solve the game. Given l + 

s > h > l, it is advantageous for local governments to offer tough and soft residents high 

and low compensation, respectively. But whether they are able to make the distinction 

depends on residents’ signaling costs (c and c~). There are three potential equilibria. 

Equilibrium 1: when h − c > l + a − c* and h – c~ < l, there is a separating 

equilibrium: RE choose S and RE~ choose NS, while governments offer H when they 

observe a resistance signal but L when they observe no signal.  

The equilibrium implies that insure the effectiveness of the resistance signals, the 

signals must be costly or difficult to access enough that only RE can make it, so that 

they can credibly reveal their type. 

Equilibrium 2: when h − c > l + a – c* and h – c~ > l, there is a semi-pooling 

equilibrium: RE send the signal, RE~ adopt a mixed strategy (choose S with probability 

x and NS with probability 1 – x)，and local governments also adopt a mixed strategy 

(offer L with probability y and H with probability 1 – y). According to Bayes’ rule, x 

must satisfy: 0 < x < 1 and t	-	h = p(t-l-s)
p+(1-p)x

+ (1-p)x(t-l)
p+(1-p)x

 (namely, x = p(l +s- h)
(1 - p)(h - l)

). Likewise, 

y must satisfy: 0 < y < 1 and (1 − y)(h – c~) + y(l – c~) = l (namely, y = 1 - c	
~

h - l
).  

The equilibrium implies that when the resistance signal is not credible enough to 

make the residents’ types fully distinguishable, RE~ might be able to mimic the RE and 

acquire high compensation and RE will launch resistance ex post if they receive low 

compensation. It accounts for why simply holding out or relying on the threat of 

violence or self-burning sometimes were less effectively in cornering local 

governments.  

Equilibrium 3: when h − c < l + a – c* and h – c~ < l, there is a pooling equilibrium: 

both RE and RE~ choose NS, and governments offer L to both types of residents.  

In this equilibrium, RE strictly prefer resistance ex post to resistance ex ante. It 

may be because they are more familiar with the ex ante tactics and approaches. 

However, given that land taking is an ongoing and open process, it is rare in reality that 

RE stay silent until they receive unjust compensation.  

The analysis of the paper mainly concerns the first two equilibria. 



 
 


